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Allegretto.

Twilight hues in
First moonbeams the

Voice.

Piano.

poco rall.,
delicato

all their glory
woodland flow'rs
Creep o'er the soft
Summer sky,

Touch with their silver and gold,

Fire-flies gleam-ing,
Slepy birds of love are dream-ing,

Twilight soon to
Stars are peeping
dusk is growing, Evening breezes touch the rustling leaves
forth their gleaming, In the shadows Cupid waits to
list. To the tale we unfold, Come, my sweet, and

of this night of love, waiting here, dear am I.
make complete, the joy of a fond love untold.

Refrain. a tempo.

Oh! meet me in the shadows, When twilight dims the
day, When the golden sun has gone to rest, In the golden west, loving time is best, For love dreams are the sweetest, When moon-beams flood the sky, Love will find its own, When we are alone, In the shadows, just you and I. Oh! I.
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